
T4fO- 4 S~r-1E ~jO::-T~HXICAL T:JOUGHTS ABOUT101ro ~I3TANCE
RADIO RBJEPTION IN THE MEDIUH \iAVE3

by Gene Martin

(Ed. note; '"Medium wave," as used herein, means
the AM broadc~st band, 540 to 1600 kHz, as oppoaed
to "longwave~ or "shortwave.")

Introduction

This is ~oing to be an easay, not any kind of
technical treatise. Let those who feel ~omfortable
and'informed about such obsclJre mattera as the
upper p,re~ion and'the lower E'region, siGnal
absorption, ~s well as the v~rtical ~~di~nt of ,

ionization density, speculate about theQ to their
heart'scontent. I am not on speaking terms wito
any of them and there will be no reference to them
in this writing. These ideas about lonlt-distance
radio reception have been taking form for several
years, ~inly inspired by the repeated f~ilures of
conventional propagation theories to ~~count for'
what often happened. Ih~ve outlined these
thou~hts and new concepts to both Father Jack Pejza
and ,Glenn Hauser. Neither one ot these two veteran
DXers either endorses these new ideas nor do they
reject them. Both agree that I ahould publish them.

, , What I bring to' this subject is considerahle
knowledre of the whole atcosphere. Since 1955, I
h~ve been writi~ on that subject, incidentally
~aki~ my liv1n~ in that manner, a writer on
weather and all sorts of related atmospheric
ph~nomena. Add to that the curiosity of a
specirtlizedDXer for many yeara, whose list of
countries logged has been stuck at 66 now for
more than a year. Toward the end of this eaaay,
I'will offer a oossible explanation for t~e t~~oun
Aidwinter Anomaly which, as I understand it, has
escaperllogical explanation t~us far. Now let us
prot:e'ed with this essay.

tookinR!2! ~ pattern --

'/hatare the major characteristics of long
dist~nce radio reception in these medium waves--
involVing distancesfrom5,000to 9,000miles? '

Is it possible to find any kind of~attern ~ this
nnno~ma of weak and erratic signals ,from far ..
places across the ro~d earth? I believe there are
pR.tterns Which have to do with seasons and .p;eo~raphy,
the upner atmosphere, the distributionof cold and
heat at the earth'ssurface. Possiblythereis some
new light to be thrown onto certain lon~-etariding
mysteries in the medium waves.

n!e first sten into any kind of scientific
inquiry is to describe the subject under investi-
p;ation put down 'in one-two-three order its most
conspicuous characteristics. In this connection,
~dio' skywave theorists seem to display a minimum
of curiosity about one thing which surely has
excellent credentials as the outstanding fact
about long-distance reception.

This often-disregarded fact is that everJ
month'o~the year, broadcast-bandsignalsare
A:ble to cross the Equatorin both directions
between the North and South Temperate Zones.
This is a pattern of regular recep~ionyear-round
over distances from 6,000 to 9,000 miles. Students
of propagation are well-acquainted with it,
although they seem to take 1t for granted rather
than seek an explanation for it. I believe this
dependable' year-round interchange o!, signals
betweenthese Northernand Southernportionsof
the earthmayhavesomethingto tellus about, ,
radio receptionover extensiveareas where there
is no regularity in reception patterns. It may
be quite instructive, for example, i'1understanding
the mysteries of trans-Atlantic and trans-Pacific
receptionin NorthAmerica. ,

When Argentina is heardin Europe orNorth
America--when Australia is heard in Europe
or Japan -- when a European stationis heard in
Australia or South Africa -- this is medium-wave
signal t~nsmission right across the Tropics, a
belt of heat 3,300 miles wide at its minimum. The
interchangeof Australian andNorthAmerican, ,

signal&'crosses the Tropics at such an angle that
the radio wave involved crosses a tropical distance
closer to 5,000 miles than a mere 3,300.
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A re-evaluation £! summer --
. Far-ranc;inRmedium wave transmissions cross

this wide belt of heat on the earth on a regular
basis every month of the year. The fact is'so
striking, it demands' attention!

The Tropico offer no handicap to long distance
reception, althoUf:hwhat the Tropic!'! amount to is
~ permanentzone of summeron the ~arth -- and
DXera for many years have,viewed sucmer as their
worst enemy.

Perhaps the DXer's opinions about summer need
some'reconsideration, mqybesome qualifying. Could
it be that except for its static levels and the
brevity of su~er ni~htR, s~~ert1me signals from
distant,plRces might be as stronc as in any 'other
s~ason? DXers in Western North America who orten
hear such nlaces as Chile, New Zealand, Australia,
and even Ea3tern ARia in the atmospherically-quiet
period just beforedawn on summermorningsalready
know tha\ this is the case. At'my lccation, in
fact, the'summertime signal stren~th from lYA-760
in New Zealand has proved itself to be much better
in ;rearspast than wintertime New Zealand signals.
In recentyears,KFMB" San Diego, on,the same
frequency24 hours a day, prevents;my hearin(!ITA.

30 this ~erpetual summertime in the Tropics
does not handicapthe radiowaves that cross it
from North to South or from South to North.
Orthodox thinkers about propagation accept,th~s
as a'fact .oflife and then go on to othercon- '
side'rations. But 'wait a minute!, Another' question
cries out to be asked. Is it possible that the
existence of this wide area of heat,isa factor
that is actually highly-favorable to lQn~ d~stance
si~nalsin the medium,waves? AArl a secondary
question is whether there a,re other places on the
earth where warmth in the lower atmosphere' has a '
favorableeffecton loag distancereception?'That
~uestion will be explored l~ter on in this essay,
but.for the time being, let us look for the,atmo-
spheric mechanism at work in the Tropics which aids
and abets radio signals acrosa the area. '

A possible, and perhapseven probable,explana-
tion of the mechanism is to be found in some'
elementary facts about the earth's atmosphere.

, A!l~ 2! extensiv~ if'.norance --
The atmosphere is arranged in layers:the

troposphere, the stratosphere, the mesosphere,
and the ionosphere -- the electrified upper-air
region wh~re radio signalsstrike.certainreflecting
layersand bounce back to earth., The tropospher,e
next to the earth is the region where all weather
o~curs, where air currents move up and down, as well
as laterally. At the top of the troposphere,'
meteorologists have found that the temperature is
70 below zero, Fahrenheit,year-roundand worldwide.
In the next layerup, the stratosphere, temperature
rises,perhapsup to 30 or 40,degrees above at a
height of 25 to 30 miles. Next:layerup is'the
little-known mesosphere, and above that the radio-
significant ionosphere. But sure knowledge,about
these atmospheric layers decreases all the way up.
Our ignorance about the mesosphere and the ionosphere
~s so extensive that some atmospheric scientists have
cQined the word, "ignoroephere" -- put the accent on
Ig -- to describe the atmospher& abOTe th~ 25-mile
mark.

Two 'scientists who prepared Encyclopedia
'aritannica articles on the ionosphere disagree
as to whether that layer begins at 40 miles or
50 miles up. '

The most likely reasonfor uncertaintyand
disagreement about the upper atmosphere is t~t
all the boundaries between layers and the l~yers
themselves are chanGeable. Scientists'agree that
the ionosphere varies in height above the earth.
It variesbetweenday and night. It varies with
the seasons and with latitude. Radio's reflecting
layers in the ionosphere are also subject to this
variation with latitude, with the seasons, and
between aay and night. Anparently there are no
fixed boundaries, no fixed,elevations in the
upper atmosphere. '

The troposphere, the air's bottom layer,has
a more definite upper level, for we can get up
there and locate it without any rea$onable doubt.
Here are the highly-pertinentfacts about the
tro'Dosphere: 1t is 10 or 11 mile!), thick over the
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jr~l) Equ~tor, but only five miles over the foles.

This brings into being the atmospheric oddity
that it 1s colder ten miles above the Equator
than it is that same distance over the Poles. Ten
m11es over the Poles you are in the stratoRphere,
not the troposphere!

These circUlJ1stAl1ces may have everythinl' to do
with the obseTYed p~tterns of long-distance r~dio
transmission allover the earth.

A. hY1)othesisU 'Pre.sented--
If the troposphere"rises high above the earth

ove7 the Tropics and clings low to the earth in
2o1ar regions, it's a reasonable assl~ptio~ that
the atmospheric layers above it are correspondin~ly
affected. This would include the ionosphere and,
its reflecting layers.

So here is my theoryl Year-round interchan~e
of mediUJll-waveradio signals between the north And
South Temperate Zones ocours because these re-
flecting layers are always at high, favorable
levels over the Tropics. (1 wonder if this
hypothesis has ever been put into words betore.)
Isn't this circUlJ1stancethe possible, Or probable,
mechanism which facili tateiJ the reception of .TRpan
in ~ustralia -- Argentina in Europe -- New Zealand
in North America? ~nd vice-versa for allot them?

Doesn't this also account for the reGUlar,
dependable, day-in and day-out reception of many
stations in the Northern Tropics throuGhout North
Arneric" signals which do not hurdle the Equator?
They too would be benefitted by this ~reater hei~ht
of the reflecting layers.

If we accept the conoe~t of a hi~h and favo~ble
ionosphere always over the Tropics, we may be on the
road to understanding the patterns of medium-wave
reception from Western North America to Northern
Euro~e, from North America to Northeast Ania, nnd
from Western Europe to Northeastern Asia. 111 of
these involve transmission paths across far-no~thern
or Arctic regions, and there is a conspic~~ts
absA~ce of the regularity which marks radio trans-
mission between the two temperate zones.

Reception of European atations in the Eastern
~art ot North America occurs many nights of the
ynR.r, even includinr;summer nights. But heA.rin.~one
of the Northern Europeans along the Pacific Coant is
a much rarer event, although it hapuens in most of
the years. There is a somewhat lar~e family of
Pacifi~ Coast ~nternational DXers who listen for
Europe at all possible times, so we have good
information aa to how otten and when the Europeans
reach the West C:oast. .

Northern Europe to the PRcific Coast is a pnth
which crosses the Arctic.

In the early summer, Europe is never heard on
the West Coast because the Arctic is having its

. annual visit by the midnight sun, no night-time at
allover millions of square miles around the top af
the earth. By August, change is com1n~ on, and the
sun withdraws 10 degrees during the month. By the
end of August, the 24-hour period of dayli~ht
extends outward from the Pole only 600 miles. Its
summer solstice extension had been just over 1600
miles.

It is usually duri~ September in the good n~n~
years when the first European stations are heard in
Western North America. By then, a substantial
amount of darkness has been restored across the
high latitudes which European signals have to cross,
and there is one more consideration which deB~rves
to be noted.

In Sentember and October, the Arctic and
sub-Arctic regions of North America are still held
in the afterglow of their brief summertime. It is
not truly warm, but relatively warm in the high
latitudes of Greenland, Labrador, and Keewatin.
In any event, it is MUch milder up there in late
summer and early fall than it will be in January,
February, and }brch.

A condit~on hj~ favorable 1£ ~
far-rangin~ave --

It is during this period of late sum~er and
early fall during the great DXinR years when the
Pacific Coast nXers hear Europe most often ~nd
with the best Bignals. The statistical dominance
of this period is so remarkable that it surel'f
points to some factor highly favorRble to lO~~
distance si~nal propagation. It is the same

period, late swwner and ~arly fall, When suropean
Dxers hear such places as Japan and Northeast Asia
most often and with the best signals.

These events concentrate themselves in the
fall, rather than in deep winter when pight-~ime
has stretched out to its greatest extent.

In Western North America, after the first
Europeans are heard in September, they are heard
aGain at intervals durinG October, November, and
December. October is probably the best month,
better than November, as November in turn is
better than December. It was early October, 1969,
when Dr. RichardWood found Ger~an medium-wave
signals arriving in the Hawaiian Islands, virtually
over the Pole. .

After January 1, in the ~reat majority of the
years, West Coast DXers listen in vain for any
si~nals from Europe. The A and K indices may
remain ~t low levels for weeks at a stretch
without producing any European reception on the
West Coast, and this pattern customarily holds
across January, February, and March. You can add
April and }~y for ~ood measure.

So it becomes appropriate to inquire what is
th~ difference between the days arou~d the autUlJ1nal
equinox and those around the vernal (spring)
equinox as it pertains to propagating medium-wave
signalsbetweenNorthernEuropeand the Pacific
<:oast. Bot'l of them providethe same hours of
darkness, close to 12 hours more or less. Britain,
France, Germany, and other ~tropean~ display a
conspicuous preference for reachin~ the West Coast
on dates near the autumnal equinox, and for a tev
weeks afterwards. But any European recection by
the Pacific on dates near the vernal equinox is
virtually unknown or unprecedented. (It is always
hazardous to declare that such a thing never.
happens, in discussinG any atmospheric phenomenon.
Exceptions to the usual rules do occur, and
sometimes the exceptions are vastly informative,
and serve to reinforcethe generalrule. More
o~ this later.) .

There is only one difference between the two
equinoxes which you can lay a finger on, Septemper
23 comes at a time when Arctic regions remain
relatively warm, still held 'in the afterglow Of
summer. By ~arch 21, these same latitudes are
intensely cold, the Arctic winter having relaxed
hardly at all.

At 63 degrees north latitude, Chesterfield
Inlet, Canada, has an average January temperatu~.
of 26 below zero. The October average is 22 degrees
above zero.

At Fort Good Hope, Canada, virtually on the
Arctic Circle, the Januaryavera~eis 23 below,
and the OctoberaveraGe21 above. rddwinter
temperature averages from 40 to 50 below zero are
also known in some Arctic locations, and the
higher elevations of the Greenland ice cap fea~re
averages as low as 60 below zero.

~lt ignoring Greenland, for the ti~e being, it
may be said that when Northern Canadian average
temperatures are near 20 degrees, Northern European
stations may reach the ~est Coast. But after
January's bone-chilling minus quotations, and
before any substantial warmin~ has occured in the
Arctic, these same stations fail to make it to the
West Coast in the great majority of the years.

Intense £2.1.!i -- ~ 2.t enemY'?

So these Northern latitudes of No~th America
are another place on the earth where relative
warmth in the lower atmosphere appears to be the
handmaiden of long-distance radio transmission
ac:rossthe area. A couple of other places remain
to be mentioned.

DXers have always considered cold weather a
favorable factor in their pursuit of remote places
on the earth, but perhapsthis is anothernotion
that needs reconsideration.

The evidence suggests that extreme cold in
high,latitudes may become an adverse factor to
~ropagationof radio signalsacrOSA the area.
If so, whRt posnible at~ospheric mechanis~ could
be involved in shutting off medium-wave signals
on the route from Europe to ~esternNorth Americ~?

I offer the following hypothesis: The Arctic
ionosphere and its reflecting layers settle c~o8er
and closer to the earthas summergives way to
fall in these latitudes. This settling is in
response to the ever-increasing chill in the lower
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atmosphere. By deep winter and beyond, the
reflecting layers may lie so close to the earth
that they act to shut ott skywave signals across
the area.

Remember, the troposphere is only five miles
high over the Poles to begin with, and the
atmospheric layers above it are likewise stationed
at lower levels, even when they are at their
maximum heights.

An Arctic ionosphere gradually settling closer
to earth across the autumn months might explain
the month-by-month decline in European reception
on the Pacific Coast. The reception pattern goes
downhill across October-November-December, and by
mid-January, if not before, the European frequencies
are empty on the Pacific Coast.

~, ~ lI!!.dwinterA,nomalv --

Even during the most favorable DXing seasons,
there come flare-ups of the aurora, geomagnetic'
storms, which eliminate alropean sir;nalsin Western
North America. However, it is beyond dispute that
some other something, not connected with auroral
activity, also brings on the vanishing of European
signals. This other something comes eventually in .

every winter, and it has been named the !-U.dwinter

Anomaly. The ~NA is the mysterious disannearance
of mainly European signals for the ~estern DXer,
even though the A and K indices may remain at
favorable low levels for day~ and day". To ';h,".. .
DXer in Western North America, the WNA i3 pri~arily
~n Eastern thin". not really a Western condition.

It is my speculation that the "tidwinterAno~aly
sets in whenever the Arctic ionosnhere has settled
close enough to the earth that it; reflectin~ lavers
no longer are able to excedite European signals.
across these high latitudes. The skyWaves die out, .
disappear, and waver away, brought to earth before
reaching Western North America. A lower reflecting
layer would mean that any radio wave reflectin" from
it would not go as far, and would have to reflect
more times in order to reach any distant point.
Perhaps another way to say the BaDe thi:lt';is that
a lowered ionosphere in the Arctic miGht convert
September's three-hop proposition into January's
six-hop nroposition.

The MWA ~akes its ap~earance in every cnnter,
ranr-in.n;over the calendar frof!'.r!'.id-;'Jovemberin' soDie
ye'lrs to about Jp.nuary 1 i" !:Ia"yot"1ers. Thie
~~certainty of its tine of arrival is typical of
the manner in whic!1 recurrin;:- atmospheric events

invariably occur. The atmosphere is a poor time-
keeper, so its recurrin~ events co~e over a range
of several weeks. Tile atmosphere never schedules
theo on the same c'llendar date each year. Thus,
the ;.jIlA behaves in the sa:::c :::anner as :~1'!n'.' other
-,tr::osnheric ev"'!nts, and we O'5h'1ul: ncv"r ~org,,:t t!'.at
the ionosphere is a part of the at~osnhere. It is
not somethinG different and di"ti~ct.

JXers in Western ~lroDe experience a~ a~Dare~tl~
identical r.r.YAof their own, whic:]shuts off si-;nals
from Eastern Siberia and Jaoan when the deeD c"1i1l
o.f IIorthern Siberia settles down over the path of
transmission. They hear these trans-Eurasian
stations in the relatively-warm period of late
summer and fall -- experience a period of fewer
and fewer loggi~s as Christmas anoroaches -- and
find January, FebrAary, March, ani into Anril
qui te unproductive. In sor:Je years, 'i/estern Buropeans
find these trans-Eurasians beginning to return in
Aoril, but these spring log-:ings are small in
nUmber -- a minor percent of the stations heard
th~ previous October.

I have taken this information from a trans-
Eurasian reception report published a few years
'lP;0 by "Sweden Calling DXers" (SCDX) nnd sent to
~~ by Tor:!:ar1sson, Upnsala, Sweden.

'Nestern Europe to northeastern \s1'\ is the onl:r
other transmissio~ path on earth ;Thich ,;eor;ran'1ically
'1!::i cli::l2.tically j11plicp.tes in i ts ~id-nortion::; the
!o~.d.i tio~s that pr"vail fro::: ::orthern 3uropp. to ti".e

:rorth A:::erioa:1 'Nest Coast.
It is also a third. ola~e on earth wher~ the ti:::p.

of relative warmth in the lo.':er atmosphere coi:'lcides
with the time when far-ranginc ~edi~~-wave siGnals
are most likely to cross the area. Another one will
be mentioned in a few core para,raphs.

I do not mean to suggest that the iono~p!1erein
these boreal latitudes responds i~r:Jediate17 to eve~l
incursion of Arctic chill that takes place.in the
fall. Hore likely, it responde to clli.1ul"t~'Te

temperatures below, the steady decline of the
temoerature average from September into December.

Nor do I offer any estimate as to how low the
. ionosphere may sink before ita reflecting layers
begin hampering rather than promoting trans-Atlantic
skywaves en route from England to the Pacific Coast.

. But inasmuchas the ionosphereis not at a ~i%ed
elevation above the earth -- inasmuch as it does
alter its height as conditions change, I do suggest
that it sinks low enough to bring on this vanishin~
of European signals on the West Coast.

~ ~ ~orthernPacific--
Thie structure of speculation links the elevatio~

of the ionosohere at any time to the temperature
regime in the lower atmosphere: the warmer, the
higher. The pattern of reception of Japan, Korea,
and Eastern Siberia in Western North America bears
out this hypothesis.
. Stationsin these placescontinueto be heard in
the.West all thro~~h the heart of winter and across
the mont!1sof spring. There is no Midwinter Anomaly
fOF them, although the transmission paths may reach
points as far north as the vanished European
si~nals. The difference is that the routes from
Northeast Asia to Western North America are entirely
oceanic. There ie no intensely cold land mass to
cross between Tokyo and San Francisco, as there is
between San Francisco and London. The Northern
Pacific is a veritable hot stove throughout the
winter, contrasting greatly with the deep chill
that settles over the Labrador-Greenland area.
T:1erefore, I would surmise,the ionosphereover the
::orthern Pacific remainsat a relativelyhigh level
thro~hout the ~nnter and springand often expedites
the Northern Asiatics en route to the U.S. at
ti~es when no Europeanscan be heard.

Of 'course, this ~orthern Pacific transmission
~ath :naybe put out of husiness any time of year by
the s~~e solar activity which often hampers
::orthern trans-Atlantic sibIlals.

However, the Northern Pacific is a readily-
identifiable fourth place on the earth where
warmth or relative warmth in the lower atmosphere
see1"..Sto be hi[',hly favorable to the far-ranging
3i~nals W!'4ch cross it.

Only ~ ~ -- !l.2.theories --
70 condense what has been submitted up to now

in this essay into its m~in points can be accom-
plished' in only a few words, for it is essentially
a simplepicture: '

I Si!',nal-interchangeoccurs year-round
qcross the warD TroDics between the two ternper~te
zones.

II northern ~lronean si~nals reach the West
~Oq:;tonl:,:i'J,i:1~ the ti~e of year when relative
warmth exists in the Arctic across the mid-portions
of that tr~nsmission path.

III Western BUropean DXers find the e~rly
months of fall by far the most fRvorable time for
trans-Eurasian signals arrivin~ on relatively-warm
Arctic paths.

IV Finally, Northern Asiatics reach Western
North America all through the winter and spring
across a "hot stove" Pacific and are not affected
by the ~idwinter Ano~aly.

c:ote that the '1rec",dinr; four points are all

reqjily-ob~ervablefacte n,bout radio rece-ption in
the mediumwaves. 'rileyrequire no theo!""] or
hypothesis of any sort to be accented.

Wh~t I have done is to take these four facts
2nd co~e u-p with n.hypothesis which mihht account
for them. r~y hypothesis is a changeable ionosphere
[1nd the resul tin,; ch~n;inr; heir;hts of reflecting
l~yers, now enh~ncing lon~-distance radio communi-
cation, now handic~nning it. Surely, this is
O'5G~rthi:1~les~ th~:1 a darin~ excursion into theory,
for atmospheric scientist~ hnvp been aware of the
ionosn"ler"'!' s chan.-eable nature for many years. So
the hypothesis p.~OU:lts to "',ot"linr; ::lore -:han a-p:ol:;i,..
p. kno~~ ~act to ohs,,~p.d nheno~ena.

3

An """~"r"'nt co"'.tr"'diction beco::leG
-n,n -,:'fimat~O:1 --

Thi:-: d"'!.,eloTIi'l!~ '.;"leory oon:'lectir.;; .Nar..th in
the Arc-:ic -::J O'5!n"T2'.-,-.,r:JPr'.,-ation p..cros~ the
region CD-"eunde; sp.verestrain on :',;,arch 1 and
6, 1911. ~ere L~ Denver 0:1those dates, I found
ohvio'13ly European si{';nals at 665, 683, 1205, and
1214. 711is ~as the first time I had ever detected
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European siGnals in -M~rch, that ~~r into a n~w
year. In qddttion, flick~All-Patch in Victoria
B.C., reported Europe~n carriers on 647,665,827,
863,872, 1016, and 1043 on ~arch 6. On the s~me
date, Jim Young, Wrightwood, Calif., reported
European carriers on 647,665,926,1034,1205,
and 1214. It would seem these cases o~ recention
might invalidate my theorizing,-and I thou~ht so
too until one day in July, 1977, I carneupon nome
information of crreatinterest in Science News,
June 11 issue. This was an item reporting on the
abno~al at~o~pheric circulation that ac~omnanied
the extraordinarily severe wint~r of 1976-77 in
the ~~tern U.S. It was stated that winter had
coincided with Arctic tempe~tures f~r above
nonnal. All the WAY froI:l Alaska to Labrador,

the winter of 1976-77 had been unprecedentedly
mild from Noveober into March. Another publi~
cation, National Observer (Feb. 12, 1977), olloted
Dr. Stephen Schneider of the National Center for
Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado, on that
winter's abnormal warmth in the Arctic. Schneider
:Jai,i,"The up"er level atmosphere over the Arctic,
and cven over the North Pole, had been warmer than
it had been over the Great Lakes." (Schneider is
the atmospheric scientist who often ,-uestson
.iohnnyCarson'sTonightShow.) -

Now, in the light of this information about
A~tic warmth during th~t winter, Europeen si~nals
r~ncl'.inr;the P~cific Coast and ColoT'Ado in out-of-
f'cnson March no longer seemed stranr,e. T:1ey had
been Accounted ~or from a totally uney"ect~d
q~rter, and the accounting was entirely in line
with my theory about the import~nce of Arctic
warmth to skywave propAg~tion over the area.
Briefly then, it would seer~thAt Europeansre~ch
the West Coast only when it is relativoly warm in
the Arctic, and if the season of warmth is extended
'ibnormallylong, then the Europeans reAch the West
'Coast abnormally late in the season.

(Perhaps some stations, hi~hly direct10nal and
necking a megawatt or two, ~re able to survive a
trans-Arctic passage, overcomin~ any increase in
number of required hops between distant points.
E~ample: two million watts in anti-Soviet service
from Western China blasti~ away in Moscow's
_direction on 1525, vaulting over Greenlsnd into
ErysternNorth America at times when the se~son
pnd the A-index would seem to be a~ainst it.
Second example: the now-phased-out VOA-Okinawa
radiating a million watts at Kore~ on 1178, which
often came into Denver at times when high latitude
~o~~itions were not favorable. It would be
Ro~ething less th'inrevolutionary to learn that,
1-:[ th I'nour;!':watts at wor!{, all manner of unfavorable

fa~tors ~ay be conquered in the medium waves.)
I have intentionally omitted here any extensive

comment on trans-Atlantic reception in Eastern
~!orth AI:1erica, for it isn't ve'ry far to Europe from
ooints ne~r the Atlantic. ~c transmission paths
involved lie outside the Arctic; they would be ~lch
less affected by any lowerin/",of reflecting layers
in the Arctic ionosphere.

However, m~ny DXers who pursue distant si~nals
~CMSS the hi~ latitudes of the earth h~ve
wondered why the months of the ~all usually
provide better reception conditions than they
find in the denths of winter. So a lowered
ionosphere in the mid-winter Arctic might explain
why October is often such a ~1ne month ~or DXing
while January turns out poor. Even the East Coast
international DXer is familiar with fine Octobers
followed by not-so-~ne Januarys, and this sugr;ests
the e~fects of a lowered Arctic ionosphere also may
extend ~ar southwardto perhaps'35 to 40 degrees
north la titude.

'!'hepicture of Buro~ean reception on the
Paci~ic Coast is one that can be seen witfl
reasonable clarity, and it involves distances
~uch greater than on the Atlantic Coast. By
dealing mainly with Western North America and
Europe, I have been concentrating on genuine
long-distance signals similar to what you find
from Buenos Aires to London.

So this is to lay these hypotheses on the
table for consideration, co~~ent, ~nd criticism.
Sorneof these are new ideas on the mysteries of
international DXinR and what may affect skywave
propagation over ~reat distances. At the least,
I hope these ideas may point a direction where
~dditional and ~lture inquiry should be directed.

..qene Martin, 3303 BRSt Evans Avenue, Denver, CO,
80210


